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Nothing is perfect.  “What really matters is how we use these

imperfections to create beauty.”  So says Debbie Palao, managing

director of Design Ventures, when asked to describe the philosophy

behind her designs.  Debbie established Design Ventures with husband

Gus Palao, the company’s marketing director, more than 10 years ago.

Before that Gus worked as a buying agent for furniture pieces bound

for Australia, while Debbie, a CPA, managed a Japanese restaurant.

She has been into designing clothes and accessories long before they

made their fortune in furniture.

“The thought of selling better furniture

than the ones I was selling then inspired

us to establish our own company,” recalls

Gus.  “We were then renting a factory

without the slightest idea on how to

sustain it.  Fortunately, we got our first

batch of buyers soon enough.”

Indigenious materials
From five people, including themselves,

Design Ventures now employs more than

100 employees.  Many of its products

have found their way to North America,

Europe and the Middle East.  From

individual pieces, Debbie and Gus now

sell a particular look.

“My [ furniture ] designs have evolved

since then,”  says Debbie, also the

president of the Cebu-based Designers

Guild of the Philippines.  “The pieces no

longer stood out individually, but now

blend with others to create a certain lifestyle.”

Apart from maturity, not age, she insists,  Debbie credits such a gradual

shift to her familiarity with indigenous materials. It pays to know their

strengths and weaknesses by heart to come up with, say, the ideal

chair.

Experience has thought her new ways of combining and putting these

materials to good use despite shifting trends. Speaking of trends, the

spirit of ‘80s excess may be back, but today’s furniture market still goes

for clean, modern lines bordering on the sculptural. Debbie has kept this

in mind without losing her imprint. “I try to manipulate materials in a way

they haven’t been used before,” Debbie explains.

Prototype country
Consumers, she observes, are now more concerned with durability and

function. As the same time, however, they have become more adventurous

in mixing and matching furniture pieces like never before. As long as the

furniture are tastefully put together, she adds,, makers need not worry

about breaking rules.

Debbie merely shrugged her shoulders

when asked about copycats.  As a

“prototype” country, the Philippines has

always been a magnet for shady regional

buyers who buy furniture pieces by the

cobtainer vans only to churn out cheap

reproductions by the thousands later on.

“We’ll just have to make sure it’s harder

for them to copy by producing better

pieces with certain twists,” she says.

“Since I’m also a CPA, my next love is

systems. I’ve designed a computer-

based system to track down the progress

of each piece from one section to the

next.”

There’s always room for improvement,

what with several styles rolling down their

respective assembly lines at the same

time. The need for speed and efficiency

has become of paramount importance in

the face of competition from other countries that employ cheap labor.

As president of the Designers Guild, she also hopes to further instill

cooperation among members through constant and open communication.

Only then, says Debbie, can they address problems that directly affect

their companies and professions.
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